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Many Friars and Friends gathered at our San Juan
Diego Friary in Albuquerque on April 19th to celebrate
Birthday # 90 of our Emeric Nordmeyer. He is the reigning Senior Friar of the Province.
Emeric’s ministry has always been pastoral work in the Southwest. He has served in San Fidel,
Laguna Pueblo, Jemez Pueblo, St Francis Cathedral in Santa Fe, Zuni, and Grants NM. His last
assignment before retiring was at Queen of Angels Indian Chapel in Albuquerque, NM. He was
visibly impressed with all of the attention and good wishes.
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Albuquerque Premiere
The New Mexico Islamic Center and our Guadalupe Province
jointly sponsored the New Mexico movie premier presentation of the
“Sultan and the Saint” documentary
focusing on St Francis and his dream of
Peace with the Sultan during the
Crusades. The simple Faith and
Courage of St Francis softened the
heart of the Sultan.
Approximately two hundred
people attended the Premiere which was held at our Holy
Family Church in Albuquerque’s south valley. The gathering
included participants from the Albuquerque Mosque as well as interested viewers from the
neighboring Catholic and Protestant churches.
Everyone was invited to attend the traditional
evening Muslim Call to Prayer service in the parish hall
after the sixty minute movie presentation. The feeling in
the hall was a bit
apprehensive as
Christians, Jews,
and Muslims
gathered to pray to
their God. It reminded me of the
tense moments at the beginning
of my first eighth grade dance.
Do you remember? . . . Boys on
one side of the gym and the girls
on the other side. Who is going to blink first!
The great equalizer in this story is FOOD! After the prayer
service everyone was invited to sample the many Middle Eastern
foods and snacks that were
provided by our Muslim
neighbors. It didn’t take long
until everyone in the hall was laughing and joking as well as
enjoying the many unique treats.
The movie presentation is scheduled to appear on local PBS
television stations in mid-December 2017.
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Time to Say Goodbye . . . and Hello
My departure from Vietnam was mercifully quick. I attended
Morning Prayer and the Palm Sunday Liturgy with the novices at the regular
5:30 A.M. starting time. My cab ride to the airport arrived at 7:15 A.M. and I
arrived at the airport a little before 8:00 A.M. for a 9:20 A.M. flight to
Saigon. I decided to stay at one of the many airport hotels rather than with the
Friars because I have an early flight departure the following morning to
Singapore and ultimately Albuquerque. All told, I
was in the air for about twenty-two hours. I finally
arrived in Albuquerque on Tuesday, April 18th at
around 10:30 P.M.
Perhaps it’s the result of aging but it
seems that this year my time absolutely rocketed
by. My initial three weeks visit to Papua New
Guinea was also a factor, I’m sure. It’s going to
take me the rest of the year to unravel all of the
expected and unexpected grace-filled moments
that I experienced. I find myself regularly
remembering small incidents that occurred during
I had the privilege of tutoring nineteen Franciscan novices this
my stay and I can’t help but include it in whatever
year at the DaLat, Vietnam novitiate house.
conversation I might be having. It will take me the
next nine months to unravel everything. Your prayerful support and your occasional notes during
the past three months were heartfelt. I hope that my weekly musings caused a smile or two and
perhaps a “hmm, that’s interesting” comment. — Bruce Michalek, OFM —

Mystery of History: First Chinle Friary
by Brother Bernard Keele

Father Leopold Ostermann O.F.M. and Brother Placidus Buerger O.F.M. settled into the Chinle
area in 1904, but it would take a couple of years to construct the friary now associated with the
parish of Our Lady of Fatima. In the meantime, they
were fortunate enough to have the support and
guidance of the Samuel Day family, whose sons were
to act as interpreters, trail leaders and workman to
accommodate the two new missionaries. Samuel Day
had just opened a trading post in 1902 in the same
building that many Franciscans familiar with the area,
know today as the Thunderbird Lodge Cafeteria.
Traders were required to be licensed by the federal
government according to the standing treaty with the
First Friary in Chinle, 1904 - 1906
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Navajo Nation; and to avoid the restrictions of trade, most traders set up shop just outside the
borders. A handful of traders, among them the more famous Don John Lorenzo Hubbell for one,
befriended the Native Americans, and not minding the restrictions, set up a few trading posts
scattered throughout the territory.
J.L. Hubbell is most well known for his trading post near his home in Ganado, AZ, however, in
the year of 1886, obtained a license to open a trading post in Chinle. He found an abandoned
stone hogan at the mouth of the wash near
the entrance to Canyon de Chelly, and here
with a few modifications, he traded from
this store for 4 years. He was to return to
Chinle years later to resume trading,
however, this building was passed onto
other traders who in turn passed it on, until
finally the old hogan turned trading post
was abandoned and left to decay. This is
where we return to the story of Father
Leopold and Brother Placidus.
Father Leopold, needing to secure a shelter
for himself and his companion Brother
Placidus while awaiting the completion of
the above mentioned friary, and
undoubtedly receiving some advise from Samuel Day, chose to rent the old Hubbell trading post
from a local Navajo. They would need approximately two years until they could finally settle
into a more permanent and newly constructed adobe friary which would greatly enhance their
commission. Samuel Day and his sons assisted in repairing the roof and windows making the
residence into what Fr. Leopold would later
describe as "a dear old place". Encountering
scorpions and rattlesnakes, sleeping in the open air
during summertime, teaching the Native
Americans on Sundays after mass in the larger
room of the old stone building with hobbled
together benches made from planks to
accommodate attendance; such was the primitive
and colorful lifestyle that these two friars
embraced the first years of their endeavor.
Stone Structure at Chinle today [likely an adjacent building to the
original friary and trading post, the original structure having
been completely covered over, absorbed
and transformed into offices (?)

It is well documented where this old trading post/
friary is located, for Fr. Leopold mentions it in one
Fr PJ and Br Bernard at Chinle.
of his letters as being one mile east of the present
friary and parish. Traditional Navajo have recounted it as being associated with one of the
trading posts in the area. Scholars have studied the history of many trading posts on the
reservation and have detailed the history of the one in question, the many owners and managers
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of the property, and the brief residency of two friars, Father Leopold and Brother Placidus. But
today, if one were to ask, "Where is it?", ironically, it is not that difficult to find. Any tourist
coming to see the famous Canyon de Chelly would likely stumble upon it. And hundreds pass
the old trading post/ friary every day. The last trader gave up that building, you see, and the new
owners made a substantial investment to transform this old building both inside and out. In fact,
today the original building, once a chapel and residence of two revered Franciscan Friars is
now....the Holiday Inn.

Into Our Tradition
— A Monthly Reflection from Our Franciscan Heritage — #10, May 2017
Jack Clark Robinson, OFM

Last month I wrote of the reason that we live our Franciscan lives, not for ourselves but
for the sake of the proclamation of the Gospel, we are Franciscans so that we can proclaim the
Gospel of Jesus Christ which we vow to live. This month and next, we of Guadalupe Province,
along with four other Provinces here in the United States, will enter Provincial Chapters. The
General Constitutions point to our Provincial Chapters as a moment to reflect on how these two
strands, fraternal life and evangelization, are entwined to give shape and direction to our
Franciscan lives, just as the double-helix of DNA gives shape to all forms of biological life here
on earth.
The call to examine the fraternal life strand in our DNA double helix in our Provincial
Chapters comes from Article 215, §1 of the General Constitutions, which reads: “It is the
responsibility of the Provincial Chapter to examine the present state of life and activity of the
friars of the Province, to search for and propose suitable means for its growth and improvement,
to discuss and, by common council, to decide on new undertakings and affairs of major
importance, and to carry out elections.”
The General Constitutions point to Chapters also having a responsibility when it comes to
evangelization, even before the Constitutions focus on Chapters in general. Article 112, §1 of
the General Constitutions states: “It is the duty of the General and Provincial Chapters to
examine whether or not the Order’s activity regarding the choice, the specific forms of action and
the force of witness responds to the demands of the present time and Franciscan evangelization;
it is also their duty to establish suitable plans and ways to further the apostolate.”
Without the inspiration of the Holy Spirit to give us a direction to go so that we can find
ways and means of proclaiming the Gospel, whether in the active ministry such as most often
pursued by the friars, or in contemplative prayer, which is a very active ministry in its own way,
as pursued by so many of our Poor Clare sisters and others, we would have no place to go,
nothing to do, with the gift our fraternal life. Then, whether the ministry consists of proclaiming
the Gospel through an “on-line presence” to thousands at a time, to hundreds through
Sacramental ministry within the four walls of a Church, to a dozen spiritual directees in a
one-on-one ministry, or to hundreds of thousands if not millions through the power of fervent
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prayer in cloistered silence and seclusion, there is no Franciscan life unless that Franciscan life is
given energy by ministry. And there is no Franciscan ministry unless it is supported by fraternal
life.
In the approved Rule (1223), Francis described “fraternal life” as “maternal,” when in
Chapter VI, 7-8, he wrote: “And wherever the brothers may be together or meet other brothers,
let them witness that they are members of one family. And let each one confidently make known
his need to the other, for, if a mother has such care and love for her son born according to the
flesh, should not someone love and care for his brother according to the Spirit even more
diligently?” But there must also be a “paternal” aspect to this fraternal life, as Francis went on to
write in Chapter X, 7-8 of the same Rule: “I admonish and exhort the brothers in the Lord Jesus
Christ … to have the Spirit of the Lord and His holy manner of working.” Francis lived in
maternal/fraternal relationship, while working in a paternal/fraternal way. Our life and our work,
the maternal and the paternal aspects of our lives as Franciscans are inextricably bound to one
another and contribute and build up each other into a living organism, in this case a Franciscan
community, in the same way that the half of the DNA double helix which comes from the mother
and the half which comes from the father are bound to each other and are both absolutely
necessary to give shape, form and life to a new and unique living human being.
So we must live together – with prayer, with love, with care and concern for one another
as brothers (even more than mothers!), when we come together in Chapter. And we must work
together – sharing dreams and insights, knowledge and wisdom, fully aware that the work we do
is more important than we can imagine, because it is in some mysterious way a grace. “Those
brothers to whom the Lord has given the grace of working should do their work faithfully and
devotedly so that, avoiding idleness, the enemy of the soul, they do not extinguish the Spirit of
holy prayer and devotion to which all other things of our earthly existence must contribute.”
(approved Rule (1223), V:1-2) We have lots of Franciscan life and work ahead of us as we head
to Chapter this month. May we seek to live our Franciscan lives and do our Franciscan work
with vision, humility and courage!

Kudos . . .
Our Charlie Martinez, OFM reported that on
April 22nd, St. Peter and St. John Parishes in
Roswell celebrated the Confirmation of
approximately 80 high school students. The
celebration took place at the Ave Maria Center to
accommodate all the people. Bishop Oscar Cantú
presided. The Diocese of Las Cruces recently
approved a change in the age at which teens will be confirmed; from junior in
high school to eighth grade. This will require a three year transition period
which will begin this year in August.
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Birthday Wishes . . .
Joseph Gonsalves — May 5, 1960
John Friebel — May 17, 1940
Michael Haag — May 26, 1945

Mark Your Calendar . . .
22-26 May – St John the Baptist Provincial Chapter
28 May – 2 June - Our Lady of Guadalupe Provincial Chapter
4-9 June – Provincial Chapters of Holy Name and Assumption Provinces
19-23 June – Sacred Heart Provincial Chapter
3-7 July – On-Going Formation Opportunity at Franciscan School of Theology
17-22 July – International Tekakwitha Conference
24 July – Six Ministers Provincial meet in Chicago
24-28 July – On-Going Formation Opportunity at Franciscan School of Theology
21-25 August – Meeting of 6 US Provinces Administrations
4 September – Play Day
5-6 September – Provincial Council Meeting
10-30 September – Jack in Australia to give Holy Spirit Province Retreat

Por Favor . . .
If you wish to contribute articles and pictures to the Padre’s Trail, please send them to me at
bruceofm@aol.com . My schedule permitting, I will attempt to print and publish the Newsletter
during the first week of the month. Some of you might still remember the famous quote from
our deceased confrere, Forrest McAllister, OFM: “If the news fits, we’ll print it.” This was his
interpretation of the New York Times more accurate, “We print all of the news that is fit to
print.” Thanks — Bruce Michalek, OFM — Editor Pro-Tem
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With heartfelt appreciation and thanks
to the lay friars of
Our Lady of Guadalupe Province
Bart Wolf, OFM — Bernard Keele, OSB — Bruce Michalek, OFM
Duane Torisky, OFM — Efrén Quintero, OFM — George Ward, OFM
Gerald Grantner, OFM — Gordon Boykin, OFM — John Friebel, OFM
Maynard Shurley, OFM — Michael Burns, OFM — Michael Haag, OFM
Miguel Alcantar, OFM — Paul O’Brien, OFM — Ricardo Garcia, OFM
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